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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background  
For university students, writing is one of difficult subjects in learning 
English. Therefore, it is important for students to know the rules of writing 
process especially for writing sentences. Because incorrect sentence structure may 
cause the sentence not understable and will make the paragraph even the text is a 
mess. So when the students have already master in writing sentences, they can be 
good writers who write a text effectively and accurately.  
There are some types of sentence, one of them is compound sentence. In 
writing, compound sentence use to complete related idea, provide more detail and 
make paraghraps interesting and engagingly. It means that compound sentence 
offers opportunities to express the students ideas in a clear and correct manner of 
writing. In addition compound sentence also make readers easier in understanding 
the students message cause compound sentence make writing rich and colorful. 
But, dealing with the result of questionnaire and interview conducted by the 
researcher at Friday 29 april 2016 to the students in English department at IAIN 
Palopo. The researcher found that the students still confuse to apply the rules of 
English, when wrote sentences correctly or in other side they have problems in 
grammatical errors. Most of students got difficulties in writing compound 
sentence. It is because, they did not learnt specifically about compound sentence 
in the fifth semester. When compound sentence was tought in English syntax as a 
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particular subject.1 So, it is normal if the students are confuse when they write 
compound sentence.  
Therefore, an error analysis has an important role to solve the students’ 
problems in compound sentence, to know the kinds of error and to know how the 
students can learn from their mistake in it. Thus, the students will not do the same 
error or make some errors repeatedly. For futher classification errors, this research 
applied surfacae strategy taxonomy. The errors were limited to four classification 
based on surface strategy taxonomy. Theyare omission, addition, misformation, 
and misordering. By seeing students’ errors in compound sentence, the researcher 
tries to know kinds of error and their frequency.  
The subject of this research focused to the students in English department 
in eighth semester at IAIN Palopo. The researcher choose them cause they have 
studied about writing and all of components use in it. Which means the students 
have enough knowledge level and capability in writing compound sentence well. 
The fact the students still in process of writing their thesis as the end of learning in 
university, when compound sentence is needed in it.  
Based on the background previously, the researcher interested in analyzing 
the kinds of errors commonly made by the students in compound sentence, with 
under title: “Analyzing Compound Sentence Errors Made By Student in Eighth 
Semester at IAIN Palopo” 
 
                                                          
       1 Questionnaire and interview doing by researcher at Friday 29 april 2016 to 
the students in sixth semester in IAIN Palopo. 
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B. Problem S tatement 
Based on the observation previously, the researcher formulated the problem 
statement of this reseach is “What kinds of error commonly made tby students in 
the eighth semester at IAIN Palopo on compound sentence ?” 
 
C. Objective of The Study 
Related to the problem statement, the objective of this research is: to find 
out the kinds of error commonly made by students in eighth semester at IAIN 
Palopo on compound sentence. 
 
D. Significances of The Study 
1. Theoritically 
The purpose of this research find out kinds of students’ error in 
writing compound sentence. The result of theory of error analysis and the 
theory of writing.   
2. Practically 
       The result of the research is expected to be useful for the teacher 
to identify students’ difficulties in learning compound sentence, and also 
to solve students’ problem in apllying the grammar in it or whoever is 
interested about error analysis in writing, especially in compound 
sentence. 
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E. The Scope of The Study 
To clarify the problem, scope of this research focused on analyzing 
compound sentence error in conjuctions and punctuations sections. Conjuction 
only focus on coordinate conjuction and conjuctive adverb. While for punctuation 
only on the utilization of comma (,) and semicolon (;). 
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CHAPTER  II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Previous Research & Findings      
       In writing this thesis, the researcher found several researchers who related to 
this research in analysis error, they are: 
1. Irnawati Israil conducted research about “ An Error Analysis on 
Student’s Writing at The Fourth Semester Students of English Study 
Program of Tarbiyah Departement at STAIN Palopo”. Based on the 
result, Iranawati found some students error totally commit error in 
grammar category consisted addition, omission, subtitusion, and ordering. 
The sample of the research was taken by using random sampling 
technique.2 It show that students error in writing cause the students  are 
less in  put word should not to be there. So, its make sentence wrongly.     
  2. Ruth Andriyani wrote research about “ The Analysis of 
Compound Sentence Used in Tennessee William’s Play : A streetcar 
Named Desire”. Based on the result, Ruth found that compound sentence 
used coordinate and subordinate conjuction in William’s drama, the 
commonly words used “and” and “that”. Than compound sentence used 
punctuation semicolon (;) just appear one time in this drama. For 
                                                          
       2 Irnawati Israil. 2010. An Error Analysis On Student’s Writing at The Fourth Semester 
Students of English Study Program of Tarbiyah Departement at STAIN Palopo. Palopo: 
Perpustakaan STAIN Palopo. 
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compound sentence used conjuctive adverb, the words commonly used 
was “than”. In this research Ruth used library research. The sample of this 
research was taken by random sampling technique, with total of sample 
was 3 stages ( stages 2, 8, and 10) from 11 stages as population.3 It can 
show that uses of compound sentences is needed to connect the idea in a 
writing. In this research only focus to found conjuction who commonly 
used in compound sentence not to the errors.  
3. Arina johari, Lilisuriani Abdul Latif and Shahrizal Idzuan wrote 
research about “ Error Analysis of Malay Compound sentences of Foreign 
Language Learners”. There were 296 mistakes in analyzing the compound 
sentences made by the learners in 41 writing essays. The learners made 6 
types of errors with ortography and incorrect use of form most 
problematics area. That language learners have problem in constructing 
combined compound when they wrongly arranged their sentences, 
ommited required elements, used inaccurate conjuctions, repeated the 
same conjuctions in a sentence and code switched.4 Based on the result, 
the researcher concluded that foreign learners had problems in writing 
compound sentences properly. 
                                                          
        3 Ruth Adriyani. 2008. The Analysis of Compound Sentence Used in Tennessee William’s 
Play : A streetcar Named Desire.Medan: Universitas Sumatra Utara. Accessed on October 2016 
from https://www. Researchgate.net/publication/43106675_The_Analysis_Compound_Sentences 
_Used _Tennessee _William%27 _play_A_Street_Car _Named_Desire/amp 
 
        4 Arina johari, Lilisuriani, Abdul Latif and Shahrizal Idzuan. 2014. Error Analysis of  Malay 
Compound Sentences of Foreign Language Learners. Middle- East jorunal of Scientific Research 
20 (Language for Communication and Learning). Malaysi: DOSI Publications. p. 121. Accessed 
on June 3rd2016 from https: // www .Researchgate .net/ publication /295904993 _ Error _ Analysis 
_ of_Malay_Compound_Sentences_of_Foreign_Languange_Learners/amp 
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Based on the previous research above, in this research have same action 
who apply error analysis in writing as what the reserachers did before. The 
differences are in this research will focus to analysis student’s errors only in 
compound sentence. So, it will make specific limitation, to not to far for discuss 
errors in the all of parts of writing. In this research, the researcher use descriptive 
qualitaive method. And for instrument in this research will use writing test, it use 
to analysis compound sentence errors made by students in eighth semester at IAIN 
Palopo as partcipant. So, it make this research more specific to find errors that 
students made in writing compound sentence. 
B. The Concept of  Sentence 
 A sentence is a group of words with two main parts: a subject area and a 
predicate area. Together, the subject and predicate express a complete thought. A 
sentence has two parts: a subject and a predicate. The subject includes the noun or 
pronoun that tells what the subject is about. The predicate includes the verb that 
describes what the subject is doing.5 In written a sentence, it begin with capital 
letter and need end with punctuation, such as; a period, question mark, or 
exclamination mark/point.6 
From the explanation above, it can be conclude that sentence is a set of 
words has two parts subject and predicate to express a complete thought. And it 
begin with punctuation. 
                                                          
       5 Laurie Rozakis, Ph.D.  2003. English Grammar For The Utterly Confused. United States of  
America : The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. p.116 
 
       6 Evan. 2002. Grammar And Punctuation Grade 2. United State: Evan-Moor 
Educationalpublisher. p.1 
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1. Parts of Sentence 
a. The subject ( simple & complete subjects ) of a sentence is the noun,or 
noun subtitue like “who”, about which we say something, or ask a 
question. 7e.g.  
 - The theory was valid. (simple subject) 
 - The woman in the blue house by the river wrote bizarre 
sentences on the walls. ( complete subject)  
b. The predicate ( simple & complete predicates) is the verb along with its 
modifiers and complements. The predicate is what the sentences says 
about the subject; most often, the predicates is the action that goes on in 
the sentence.8 e.g  
-  The theory was valid. (simple subject) 
 -  The woman in the blue house wrote on the walls with invisble 
liquids.  (complete subject)  
c. The objects come in several forms; direct, indirect, prepositions, 
complementary objects & subjective complements. 
The direct object is the part of the sentence that the predicate acts upon9, 
e.g. 
- The president washed the dishes. 
An indirect object usually comes before a direct object, and tells us to 
whom or for whom (or to what or for what) the predicates acts,10 e.g.  
                                                          
       7 Donald Hall. Writing Well (second edition). Boston: Little, Brown and Company p.118-119 
 
       8 Ibid, p. 119 
 
       9 Ibid, p. 119 
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- Sam wrote her a new song. 
Most of the time, the indirect object replaces a prepositional phrase using 
“to” or “for”,11 e.g. 
- Sam wrote a new song for her. 
In that sentence “her” is object of preposition, nouns or noun substitutes 
that a preposition relates to another word or word group,12 e.g. 
-  Dick the Bruiser was barred from the premises. ( 
preposition followed by an object) 
d. A phrase is a group of words which work together as a unit, but which lack 
a subject and a predicate.13 e.g.    
- The bat in the attic is not a vampire. ( prepositional phrase) 
- More and more people will be buying sub-compact cars as 
gasoline prices rise. (verbal phrase) 
- Hockey fans tend to enjoy violence. ( infinitive phrase) 
-  Establishing a fascist state requires ruthlessness and 
ambition. ( gerund phrase) 
- Doubting the medical assumptions of his time, pasteur 
sought further knowledge about what causes disease. ( 
participle phrase) 
                                                                                                                                                               
       10 Ibid, p. 119 
 
       11 Ibid, p. 119 
 
       12 Ibid, p.120 
 
       13 Ibid, p.120 
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e.  A clause is a group of words, used as part of a sentence, which contains a 
subject and a predicate. A clause may be main (indipendent) or suborinate 
( dependent). A main clause can be a simple sentence itself,14 e.g 
- The thin dog barked. 
  A subordinate clause is not a complete sentence by itself, and may be used 
as a noun, an adjective or an adverb,15 e.g    
- Whether the new league will flourish is a question that noone 
can answer with certainly. (noun clause) 
- The cricket, which appeared to be wearing a tiny tuxedo,did 
not answer his naive questions. ( adjective clause) 
- She ordered the troops to attack when it became apparent 
that to  delay any longer would be sucidal.  (adverb clause) 
f. A modifier is any word, phrase, or clause that functions as an adjective or 
adverb. In the sentence 
- The bat in attic is not a vampire. 
The phrase “in the attic” does something to, modifies, “bat”, telling us 
which bat. While in the sentence 
- The vampire flew slowly around the room when he assumed 
the from of a bat. 
There are three modifiers, all acting as adverbs. The single word “slowly” 
tells us about the way the vampire flew; then a prepositional phrase : around the 
                                                          
       14 Ibid, p. 120 
 
       15 Ibid, p. 120-121 
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room” tells us where the vampire flew; and the subordinate clause “ when he 
assumed the from of a bat” tells us when it happened.16 
2. Types of Sentence 
There are four basic types of sentence in English, they are; simple 
sentence, compound sentence, complex sentence, and compound-complex 
sentence. The explanation of those sentences state as follow: 
a. Simple Sentence 
 A simple sentence has one independent clause. That means it has one 
subject and one verb—although either or both can be compound. In addition, a 
simple sentence can have adjectives and adverbs. What a simple sentence 
can’t have is another independent clause or any subordinate clauses.17 
Examples:18 - The snow melted quickly in the bright sunshine. 
                                          - Oprah Winfrey and Conan O’Brien host talk shows. 
b. Compound Sentence 
A compound sentence that consists of two independent sentences 
connected by a coordinating conjuction. In compound sentences, a comma is 
always required before the conjuction. Sometime, conjuction replaced by a 
semicolon (;).19   
                                                          
       16 Ibid, p.121 
 
       17 Laurie Rozakis, Ph.D.  2003.  English Grammar For The Utterly Confused. United States of 
America : The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. p.117 
 
       18 Ibid. p. 118 
 
       19  Mary S . Schat. Grammar Rules !. Published  by Gartic Press. p.44  
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Examples:20 - A mature male gorilla may be six feet tall and weigh 400 
pounds or more; his enormous arms can span eighth feet. 
- He wanted to be a salesman, but no jobs were available 
c. Complex Sentence  
Complex sentence are sentences consisting of one independent clause and 
one or more dependent clauses. Both the independent clause and the 
dependent clause may be transitive, intarnsitive, or equative clauses. 
Commonly, the independent clause precedes the dependent clause, but the 
dependent clause may also precede the independent clause, if it is 
emphazised.21 
Example:22  - I thanked the woman who helped me. 
d. Compound-complex Sentence 
The last sentence type is compound-complex sentence. Basically, 
compound-complex sentences, which have at least two independent clauses 
and one or more subordinate clauses.23 In other word, we can say that 
compound-complex sentence is combination of compound sentence and 
complex sentence cause have two sentences. 
                                                          
       20 Fred Obrecht. 1999. Minimum Esential of English. (Second edition). New York: Barron’s 
Educational Series, Inc. p.2-3 
 
       21 Abdul Muis Ba’dulu. 2008. English Syntax. Makassar : The UNM Publisher.  p. 66 
 
       22 Ibid. p.66 
 
       23 Junior Skill Builders. Grammar in 15 Minutes a Day. New York: Learningexpress, LLC. 
p.102 
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Example:24 - Even though it was a weekday and I should have been 
in school, I went to the beach. 
C.  The Concept of Conjuction 
  
Sentences that are related to each other in meaning may be combined by 
using connector that indicate the relationship between the two sentences.25 
Connectors also called conjuctive words are words that link two similiar elements 
in a sentence. There are four kinds of connectors, they are : coordinating 
conjuctions, subordinating conjuctions, correlating conjuctions, and the fourt 
group of connectors consist of conjuctive adverbs. 
A small number of conjunctions and conjuctive adverbs can link 
individual words or phrase; but the majority can only link two clauses. A 
coordinated clause or phrase must follow the clauss or phrase to wich it is 
connected. And to a subordinate clause normally follows the main clause, but in 
some cases may preceed it.  
a. Coordinating Conjuctions 
Coordinating conjuctions are used to link two clauses or phrases of equal 
status. There are only a small number of coordinating conjuctions in Englsh: 
most sources repeat what others say, and list the following seven, using the 
convenient acronym FANBOYS. 
- For, and, nor, but, or, yet and so.     
                                                          
      24 Ibid. p.102 
  
       25 George E. Wishon & Julia M.Burks. 1980. Let’s Write English. (reivised edition). New 
York: American Books Company. p. 135 
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Its perhaps preferable to exclude for and so, and prefer the acronym of 
BANYO. 
•  For can be forgotten, as it is hardly ever used as a coordinating 
conjuction in modern English. It has been replaced by because or as... 
which are clearly subordinators. 
•  As for So, grammar books and websites provide contradictory and often 
ambiguous information. So let’s clarify the situation. 
When so implies purpose it is clearly a subordinating conjuction. The 
subordinate clause can come before or after the main clause. 
  Correct  I bought a new camera so Icould take better pictures 
Correct  So I could take better pictures, I bought a new 
camera. 
When so implies consequence linguists disagree as to whether it is a 
coordinator a subordinator. But either way, the so clause must follow the main 
clause. Probably the best way to define so implying consequence is a 
conjuctive adverb. 
 Correct I bought a new camera so I took beter pictures. 
 Wrong  So I took better pictures, I bought a new camera. 
•  Many online dictionaries and printed grammar books do not distinguish 
coherently between the usage of so for purpose and so for consequence, 
or are very ambiguous on this point. 
•  And and or can link individual words or clauses; yet and but normally 
only link clauses, but sometimes link two words. Nor cannot link words 
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when it is a coordinating conjuction it can only do so in patrnership with 
neither, as a correlative conjuction.  
USAGE: Coordinating connectors give equal value to the two elements 
that they coordinate. They must be placed between the two elements that they 
coordinate. 
 Examples: - I want three beers and a glassof lemonade 
- They ‘ll win, or they’ll lose. 
- We’re going to Paris, but not to Rome. 
- He was very tired yet verry happy. 
b. Subordinating Conjuctions 
 Subordinating conjuctions are used to link two clauses within a single 
sentence when one clauss is subordinate to the other. In other words, the 
subordinate clause clarifies, expands or explains the meaning of the main 
clause.  
Some types of subordinate clause are introduced by subordinate 
conjuctions, others (such as relative clause) are not. Common subordinating 
conjuctions include 
• As, because and since. (cause) 
• So and so that. (purpose) 
• Although and though. (contrastive) 
• After, before, until, while, etc. (temporal) 
•  If, unless, as long as, provided, whenever, whatever (conditional, 
indirect question) 
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• That. (reported speech, indirect statement, consequential) 
USAGE: Subordinating conjuctions come at the start of the subordinate 
clause. There are two sorts of subordinate clauss. 
• Most subordinate clauses can come before or after the main clause. So 
unlike coordinating conjuctions, subordinate conjuctions can stand at 
the start of a sentence. 
• But indirect questions, relativeclauses, and other subordinate clauses 
introduced by that, must normally be placed after the main clause, just 
like a coordiated clause. 
Example: -  He asked the policeman if he knew of a good restaurant. 
• So is a subordinating conjuction when it is used to denote a purpose. A 
so clause denoting purpose does not usually come before the main 
clause, but it is not impossible. 
Example: -  So he wouldn’t forget to wake up, he set his alarm for 5.30. 
When so is used with the meaning of  therefore or and similiaryi,  it is a 
conjuctive adverb. 
A subordinate clause cannot stand alone: it needs a main claus to complete 
the sentence. 
 Examples: in these examples, it is not posibble to invert the two clauses in 
sentences written in italic. 
-  After I finished work, I went straight home. 
-  I’m locking the door, so nobody can get in. 
-  This ice-cream is so good, that I’m going to have another one. 
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- The man said that he was born in New York. 
c. Correlating Coordinators 
 These can eiher correlate words, or phrases, or clauses (sentences). The 
main examples are:  
•  Both.... and, not only.... but also (combining correlators) 
•  Either.... or, whether.... or not (binary choice correlators) 
•  Neither.... nor (negative correlators) 
 Other correlating pairs include: the more.... the more.... ; no sooner.... 
than.... ; hardly.... than and a few others. 
USAGE: With words and phrases, the coordinator normaly has to precede 
the element it is correlating; when clauses are correlated, the coordinators 
either precede each correlated clause, or precede the verbs in these clauses. But 
these special cases should be noted: 
 Both.... and can correlate words, and occasionaly clauses. 
Example: - This is both stupid and incomprehensible. 
When not only starts a clause, the verb and subjectof the first clause are 
inverted. 
Example: - Not only can I hear him, but also I can see him. 
But also can be ommited, after not only 
Example: - Not only can I hear him, I can see him (too) 
When nor introduces a clause, subject and auxiliary/modal verb are 
inverted. 
Example: - I neither like that man, nor dislike him. 
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Neither can be replaced by not or never in the first of two correlated 
clauses. 
Example: - I have never been to Florida on holiday; nor have I been there 
on business. 
 When no sooner or hardly introduce clauses, auxiliary and subject are 
inverted.  
Examples: - The more you earn, the more you spend. 
- No sooner had I opened the door, than the phone rang. 
-  Hardly had the plane taken off, than the pilot reported some 
trouble.26 
d. Conjuctive Adverbs 
Conjuctive adverbs belong to the family of words known as connectors; 
they are type of sentence adverb used in order to express a particular 
relationship between a first clause and a second clause that follows. Conjcutive 
adverb are very similiar to subordinating conjuctions. The biggest difference is 
that conjuctive adverbs can frequently be used in a variety of positions within 
the subordinate clause , whereas subordinating conjuctions must stand at the 
start of the subordinate clause. 
Examples:  
Conjuctive adverb: the position in the clause is flexible 
-  They bought a new car; it was however still too small for their 
family. 
                                                          
       26 Coordinating and Subordinating Words. Accessed on June 3rd2018 from https :// lingua 
press.com/grammar/conjuctions.htm.  
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- They bought a new car; it was still too small for their family, 
however. 
- They bought a new car; however it was still too small for their 
family. 
- They bought a new car; it was still too small however for their 
family. 
Subordinating conjuction; only one position is possible. 
- Although they bought a new car; it was still too small for their 
family. 
Here are some of  the most common conjuctive adverbs. 
•  Also, besides, furthermore, additionally, so. (additional or consequential) 
•  Therefore, thus, consequently, so (consequential) 
•  Alternatively, similiary. (comparative) 
•  However, nevertheless, otherwise (contrastive) 
•  Special case : too 
USAGE: 
Tabel 2. 1 The usage of conjuctive adverb 
secondary 
clause  
With a conjuctive 
adverb 
With a subordinating 
conjuction 
Examples 
Also, however, 
therefore, in fact, 
nevertheless, moreover, 
so (meaning therefore 
or and the same is true 
for) 
Although, as, because, 
before, until, while, 
since, so*(in the sense of 
purpose), so that 
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position of 
the 
secondary 
clause in 
the 
sentence 
it must follow the main 
clause 
It can either precede or 
follow the main clause 
position of 
the 
connector 
(adverb or 
conjuction) 
within its 
clause 
often flexible  
it can only come at the 
start of the secondary 
clause 
 
•  The case of too 
Too means the same as also, but is used after the clause to which it 
applies. Examples:   - John went to London; Mary went there too. 
-  I saw John and Mary too. 
Too can also be used as an intensifier at the end  of a secondary clause 
introduced by and. 
• Different meanings of so  
So, as a conjuctive adverb, can either express a consequence and an 
additional action.  
Examples: - There’s no more beer, so we’ll have to drink lemonade. 
               - I went to San Francisco last summer; so did my brother. 
When so , is used to introduce an additional action, it is necessary to invert 
the subject and the auxiliary. The same goes for negative equivalent of so, wich 
is nor.  
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Examples: - I went to San Francisco last summer; so did my brother. 
 
- I didn’t go to San Francisco, nor did my brother.27 
D. The Concept of Compound Sentence  
 
 1. Definition of Compound Sentence 
 
Compound sentences are sentences consisting of two or more independent  
clauses. These two independent clauses are commonly joind by a connector or 
conjuction, such as and, but, or.28 Base pattern of compound sentence is: 
Independent clause + Coordinating conjuctioin  + Independent clause 
Example: He is from Mexico,    but     his wife is from Canada.  
             Independent clause  + Coordinate conjuction + Independent clause 
The pattern of compound sentence above commonly use be present in 
English languange.29 Creating compound sentences helps make our writing less 
choppy.30 According to Frank, independent clause in compound sentence may be 
joined coordinately by punctuation alone, by coordinate conjuction, or conjuctive 
adverb.31 Meanwhile, two independent clause with the same subject can also be 
combined without repeating subject. Note that in this case no comma is used 
                                                          
      27 Coordinating and Subordinating Words 2. Accessed on June 3rd2018 from https : // lingua 
press.com/ grammar/conjuctive-adverbs.htm.  
 
     28 Abdul Muis Ba’dulu. 2008.  English Syntax. Makassar : The UNM Publisher. p.65 
 
     29 M. Solahudin. 2013. Tutorial Writing Bahasa Inggris. Yogyakarta: Berlian. p.121 
 
     30 Junior Skill Builders. Grammar in 15 Minutes a Day. New York: Learningexpress, LLC. 
p.100 
 
     31 Marcella Frank. 1972. Modern English Grammar: A Practical Refrence Guide. Englewood 
Cliff N.J: Pretice Hall. p.223 
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before the coordinating conjuction.32 In compound sentences, a comma is always 
required before the conjuction. Sometime, conjuction replaced by a semicolon 
(;).33   
From the explanation, it can conclude that compound sentence is sentence 
of consist two or more independent clause joined with a coordinate conjuction 
containt closely related ideas, conjuctive adverb, and punctuation. 
2. Conjuctions in compound Sentence 
Conjunction is a word whose primary function is to join words or groups 
of words. Unlike prepositions, conjunctions are used in a great variety of 
situations; in fact, an understanding of the proper uses of conjunctions can be of 
great help in the writing of clear, well constructed sentences.34Sentences that are 
related to each other in meaning may be combined by using connectors that 
indicate the relationship between two sentences. The result is compound 
sentence.35 
According to Frank, independent clause in compound sentence may be 
joined coordinately by punctuation alone, by coordinate conjuction, or conjuctive 
adverb.36 
                                                          
     32 Ann Raimess. 2004. Grammar Troublespot A guide for student writers. (the third edition). 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. p.10 
 
       33 Mary S . Schat. Grammar Rules !. Published  by Gartic Press. p.44 
  
       34 Philip Gucker. 1966. Essential English Grammar. New York: Dover Publications,Inc. p.72 
  
       35  George E. Wishon & Julia M.Burks. 1980. Let’s Write English. (reivised edition). New 
York: American Books Company. p. 135 
 
       36 Marcella Frank. 1972. Modern English Grammar: A Practical Refrence Guide. Englewood 
Cliff N.J: Pretice Hall. p. 223 
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a). Punctuation only 
Sentence whose meaning relationship is clear may be joined without a 
connector. They may be connected by nothing more than a semicolon.37A 
semicolon replaces the period that seperated the independent clauses. The first 
word in the clause after the semicolon begins with a small letter. Usually no more 
than two independent clauses are joined with a semicolon unless the clauses are 
paralell. 38    
Use a semicolon in a compound sentence when the second statement 
begins with any word other than a coordinating conjuction. Even if the second 
statement begins with such of words as then, however, and nevertheless, the 
semicolon is required. Then causes more difficulty than other word.39Most often, 
semicolon is used between related ideas that require punctuation weaker than a 
period, but stronger than a comma.40 
Frequently, two independent clauses are joined, not by a coordinating 
conjunction, but by a transitional word (conjunctive adverb) introducing the 
second clause. A semicolon must be used between the clauses because these 
transitional words (such as accordingly, also, consequently, finally, furthermore, 
                                                          
       37 George E. Wishon & Julia M.Burks. 1980. Let’s Write English. (reivised edition). New 
York: American Books Company. p. 142 
 
       38 Marcella Frank. 1972. Modern English Grammar: A Practical Refrence Guide. Englewood 
Cliff N.J: Pretice Hall. p. 224 
 
       39  Thomson. Better Writing. Carbone: South-Westren. P. 106  
 
       40 Fred Obrecht. 1999. Minimum Esential of English. (Second edition). New York: Barron’s 
Educational Series, Inc. p.3 
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however, Indeed, meanwhile, nevertheless, similarly, still, therefore, thus, and the 
like) are not connecting words.41 
Examples:42 - New York has twelve major stadiums; Los Angeles has 
fifteen. 
- A female coyote will not bear pups if her diet consists of 
fewer than fifty rodents a week; thus, Mother Nature 
achieves a population balance.  
b). Coordinate  Conjuctions 
Coordinate conjuction is a part of conjuction. Coordinating conjunctions 
are some of the most commonly used conjunctions. They include and, but, or, 
nor, for, so, and yet. The coordinating conjunctions are used primarily to combine 
clauses, and those clauses are separated by a comma43  
Examples:44  - You say you love me, but you never hold me anymore. 
- I want you to go on this trip, yet I worry that you’re really 
not old enough. 
Notice that they have distinct meanings:  
▪ And shows augmentation. 
Examples: - My brother moved to New York, and I moved to Seattle. 
-  Dolphins are friendly animals, and they are also 
inteligent.  
                                                          
       41 Ibid. p. 3 
 
       42 Ibid. p. 3 
 
       43  Ed Swick. 2009. English Sentence Builder . United State: Mc Graw Hill. p. 40 
 
       44 Ibid. p. 40 
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▪ But and Yet show contrast. Yet is sometimes considered a conjuctive adverb 
like however, rather than a cordinate conjuction.  
Examples: - Her cousin moved away, but  she stayed in town. 
-  Michelle is a vegetarian, yet she cats eats chiken. 
- Yuval Zered earns a good salary; yet he never seems to 
have any money. 
▪ Or and Nor show contras or alternation. 
     Examples: - Are you going to the party,  or will you stay home? 
 -  I do not write Arabic, nor do I speak it very well.        
▪ For and So show reason. 
         Examples: - That student failed, for he was very ill this year. 
- The books were cheap, so I bought all of them. 
Sentence joined by coordinate conjuctions may or may not be of the same 
basic sentence pattern, as can be seen by examining the preceding sentences.45 
The elements that they join must be equal grammatically. A coordinate conjuction 
can not join a noun and prepositional phrase, for example:46 
 Wrong  Pressures at the bulkhead, the seal, and in the cove 
are shown.  
                                                          
        45 George E. Wishon & Julia M.Burks. 1980. Let’s Write English. (reivised edition). New 
York: American Books Company. p. 135-136 
 
        46 Marry K. McCaskill. Grammar, Punctuation, and Capitalization. Virginia: Langley 
Research Center. p.18 
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Correct Pressures at the bulkhead, at the seal, and in the 
cove are shown. 
Nor can a coordinate conjunction join a noun and a clause:  
  Wrong  Notable characteristics of the air duct system are the 
a coustic treatment of the ducts and that the 
compressor can force flow both ways through the 
system.  
Correct Notable characteristics of the air duct system are the 
a coustic treatment of the ducts and the ability of the 
compressor to force flow both ways through the 
system. 
c). Conjuctive adverb 
Certain adverbial expressions can function as conjunctions. They are 
called conjunctive adverbs, and they combine two clauses just as other 
conjunctions do. However, there is a different approach to punctuation with 
conjunctive adverbs: a semicolon precedes a conjunctive adverb, and a comma 
follows it.47 
Unlike the coordinate conjuctions, they are grammatically a part of the 
sentences they introduce and could be moved to an internal position in the 
sentence. The main conjuctive adverbs are the following: 
 However  furthemore   accordigly 
Therefore  hence   consequently 
                                                          
       47 Ed Swick.2009.  English Sentence Builder . United State: Mc Graw Hill. p. 52 
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Otherwise  also (internal only) likewise 
Moreover  then   meanwhile 
Nevertheless   besides   thus 
Observe the use of these conjuctive adverbs in the following compound 
sentences: 
Orna moved to New York; however, her mother stayed in Boston. (contrast) 
You have disregarde my advice; therefore, I will not help you again. (result) 
The leaders settled the argument; otherwise, there would have been war. (result) 
Harrison is kind; morever, he is generous. (augmentation) 
Mr. Niculescu was an invalid all his life; nevertheless, he had an active career. 
(contarst) 
Television is entertainig; furthemore, it is sometimes instructive. (augmentation) 
We must meet the deadline; hence, a decision is needed now. (result) 
I will study medicine for six years; then, I will be a doctor. (time) 
I live too far away to visit you often; besides, you are never home. (augmentation) 
He requested an opportunity to make up the work ha had missed; accordingly, his 
teacher gave him specal help. (result) 
The road was wet and slippery; consequently, there were many accidents. (result) 
 All of Mrs. Rondeau’s ancestors were robust and long-lived; likewise, she is very 
healthy at age seventy-five. (comparision) 
I held the dog; meanwhile, my friend washed it. (time) 
He put out the fire quckly; thus,a great disaster was avided. (result) 
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The normal punctuation for compound sentences joined by conjuctive 
adverbs is as follows: 
          Orna moved to New York; however, her mother stayed in Boston. 
         The road was wet and slippery; consequently,there were accidents. 
Then is not usually followed by a comma. The following is the 
punctuation pattern for these connectors when they are used internally in the 
sentence: 
           Orna moved to New York; her mother, however, stayed in Boston. 
     The road was wet and slippery;  there were, consequently, many 
accidents.48  
E. The Concept of  Error Analysis 
   1. Definition of  Error Analysis 
Error analsysis is a branch applied lingustics.Carl state that error analysis 
is a work procedure that can be used by experts and language teachers, which 
covers by collecting sampling, identifying the errors in sample, the explanation 
from the errors, classifying the errors based on the caused, and evaluated or 
rangking based on the seriousness of that errors.49 According Strevens 
hypothesis that the error student commit shouldn’t be viewed as a problem to 
                                                          
      48 George E. Wishon & Julia M.Burks.  1980. Let’s Write English (reivised edition). New 
York: American Books Company. p.141-142 
 
      49 Hendry Guntur Taringan. 1982. Pengajaran Analisis Berbahasa. Bandung : Angkasa. p.68 
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be overcome, but rather as normal and inevitable features indicating the 
strategies that learner use.50 
Beside that, Masruddin also states that “an error analysis can give a picture 
of they type of diffculty learners are experiencing. If  it is carried out on a large 
scale such a survey can be helpful in drawing up a curriculum, and for the class 
teacher an error analysis can give useful information about a new class”.51 It 
will make the result of this research more meaningful to help students as well 
as their teachers.    
It can be conclude from the definitions, that error analysis is a study about 
errors make by second language learners to classifying the errors base on the 
cause and the strategies that learners use and it can give useful information 
about a new class  
2.  The Types of Error 
To describe types of error, Heidi Dulay said that there are four types of 
error.52 They are:  
a. Error Based On Linguistic Category Taxonomy 
These linguistic category taxonomies classify errors according to either or 
both the languange component and particular linguistic constituent the error 
affects. Language components include phonology (pronounciation), syntax and 
                                                          
      50 Masruddin. 2009.  Error Analysis  A Teaching Book and Exercises. Palopo: Pustaka As 
Salam. p.1  
 
     51  Ibid, p.1 
 
     52 Heidi Dulay, Marina Burt and Stephen Krashen. 1981.  Laguage Two . New York: Oxford 
University Press, inc. p.146-189 
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morphology (grammar), semantics and lexicon (meaning and vocabulary), and 
discourse (style). Constituents include the elements that comprise each language 
componet. 
For example, within syntax one may ask whether the error is in the main 
or subordinate clause: within a clause, which constituents is affected, e.g. the noun 
phrase, the auxiliary, the verb, the preposition, the adverbs, the adjective and so 
forth.53 
b. Error Based On Surface Strategy Taxonomy 
Surface strategy taxonomy highlights the way surface structures are 
altered. The surface strategy elements of a language are altered in specific and 
systematic ways. There are: students may omit necessary item (omission) or add 
unnecessary ones (addition) they may misinformation items (selection) or 
misorder them (misordering).54 
1). Omission 
     Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that must appear in 
a well-formed utterance, although any morpheme or word in a sentence is a 
potencial candidate for omission, some types or morphemes are ommited the 
other. 
       Example: - Mary is the new president of the new company. 
                                                          
      53 Ibid. p.146-147 
 
      54 Ibid. p.150 
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        The words, Mary, president, new and company are the content morphemes 
that cary the burden of meaning. If one heard 
       - Mary president new company. 
One could deduce a meaningful sentence, while if one heard 
       - is the of the 
One couln’t even begin to guess what the speaker might have had in mind.55 
2).  Addition 
       Addition errors are the opposite of omissions. They are characterized by the 
presence of an item which must not appear in a well-formed utterance. in the fact, 
addition errors result from the all-tool-faithful use certain rules.56  
3). Misformation 
       Misformation errors are characterized by the use of the wrong form of the 
morphemes or structure. While in omission errors them supplied at all, in 
misformation errors student supplies something, although it is incorrect. For 
example: 
- The dog eated chiken. 
A pas tense marker was suplied by the learner; it was just not the right one. 57 
4) Misordering 
       Misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement of a 
morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance. For examples in utterance: 
                                                          
      55 Ibid. p.154-155 
 
      56 Ibid. p.156 
 
      57 Ibid. p. 158 
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- He is all the time late. 
- What Daddy is doing? 
- I don’t know what is that. 
The correct utterances are: 
- He is late all the time. 
- What is Daddy doing? 
- I don’t know what that is. 58 
c. Error Based On Comparative Taxonomy 
Comparative taxonomies classify errors based on comparison between the 
structure of language learner errors and certain other types of construction. 
The errors are classified into developmental errors, interlingual errors, 
ambigious errors, and unique errors.59 
d. Error Based On Communicative Effect Taxonomy 
Communicative effect taxonomy deals with errors from the perspective of 
their effect on the listener or reader. This taxonomy classifies errors into global 
errors and local errors.60 
3. Procedures of Error Analysis 
       In error analysis research, there are some procedure that are suggested by the 
experts. Brown divides the procedure of error analysis into two steps only. The 
                                                          
       58 Ibid. p.162 
 
       59 Ibid. p.163 
 
       60 Ibid. p.189 
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first step is identifying the error, and the second step is describing the error.61 
According to Carl divides into five steps, they are: 
a. Error Detection 
       In this step, the researcher or the analyst detected or located. She/he 
should consider whether it is an error or a mistake. 
b. Locating Error 
        Error location is not always so straightforward. Not all errors are easily 
localizable in this way. Some are diffused throughout the sentence or larger 
unit of tesxt that contain global errors. 
c. Description Error 
       The system used for description of learner’s errors must be one having 
two essential characteristics. First, the system must be well-developed and 
highly elaborated because many errors made by beginners are remarkably 
complex. 
d. Classifying Error 
       Classifying errors not only entries on grammatical category but also 
lexical category. In this step, the analyst classifies whether the errors. 
e. Counting Error   
        In this part, the analyst counts the errors made by learners. That’s why 
the previous step is classifying error. It can ease the analyst to count the data 
and analyze it.62 
                                                          
       61  H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 260 
      62 Carl James. 1998. Errors in Language Learning and Use. Essex: Pearson, inc. p. 90-100 
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4. The Causes of Error  
       Error occur for many reasons. In discussing about error, Norish is classifies 
causes of error into types that are carelessness, first language interference, and 
translation63. The three types of causes of error  will be discussed briefly below:  
a. Carelessness 
Carelessness is often closely related to lack motivation. Many teachers will 
admit that it is not always the student’s fault if he loses interest, perhaps the 
materials and style of  presentasion do not suit him. 
b. First Language 
 Norish states that learning a languange ( a mother tongue or a foreign 
language ) is a matter of habit formation. When someone tries  to learn new 
habits the old ones will interfere the news ones. This cause of error is called 
first language.    
c. Translation 
Translation is one of the causes of error. This happens because a student 
translates his first language sentence or idiomatic expression in to the target 
language word by word. This is probably the most common cause of error. 
                                                          
      63 John Norrish. 1983. Language Learners and Their Errors. London Basingstoke: The 
Machmilan Pres Lmtd. p. 21-26 
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 Different from Norish, Brown categories the source of errors into; 
interlingual transfer, intralingual transfer, context of  learning, and communiation 
strategies. 
a. Interlingual transfer 
Interlingual transfer is the negative influence of frist language. Before the 
second language system is familiar for the learner. The first  language is the 
only previous linguistic system which can be referred by the learner.  
b. Intralingual transfer  
Intralingual transfer is negative transfer within the target language  itself. 
In the other words, its the incorrect generalization of rules within the target 
language 
c. Context of learning  
Context of learning is context refers, for example, to the classroom with its 
teacher and its materials in the case of school learning or the social situation 
in the case of untutored second language learning. In a classroom context the 
teacher or the textbook can lead the learner to make faulty hypotheses about 
the language. In the other words, the learners have wrong hypotheses of the 
theacher’s explanation or the texbook which lead them tomake errors. 
d. Communication strategy  
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Communication strategy is related to the learning style. Learners obviously 
use production strategies in order to enhance getting their messages across. 
However, at times these techniques can themselves become a source of 
error.64 
5. Differences Between Error and Mistake 
      Error is usually compare with mistake. It is important to make a distinction 
between error and mistake, cause they are have different meaning. Like Brown 
states that  “it is cru cial to make a different definition between mistakes and 
errors, technically two very different phenomena. A mistake refers to a 
performance error that is either a random guess or a “slip,” in that it is a failure to 
utilize a known system correctly. All people make mistakes, in both native and 
second language situations.65  
Errors of second language learner, idiosyncrasies in the language of the 
learner that are direct manifestasions of a system within wich a learners is 
operating at the time. An error, a noticable deviation from the adult grammar or a 
native speaker, reflects the  competence of the learner. As such, it is an error, most 
likely not a mistake, and a error that reveals a portion of the learner’s competence 
in the target language. 66 
 
                                                          
       64 H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 263-266 
 
       65 Ibid, p. 257 
 
       66 Ibid. p. 258 
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E. Conceptual Framework   
The conceptual framework decribes what the researcher was going to do to 
conduct this study sistematically. The purpose of this research is to know kinds of 
error commonly made by students on compound sentence, especially in surface 
startegy taxonomy categoriy based on Heidi Dulay theory, include: omission 
errors, addition errors, misformation errors, and misordering errors. The 
conceptual framework underlay in this research give in the following diagram: 
 
                          English students in eighth semester at IAIN Palopo 
 
                                Give the students compound sentence test 
 
                    Identify and classify the errors of compound sentence test 
 
       Analyze the students’ errors 
  
  
       omission   addition  misformation   misordering  
  
      Kinds of error in compound sentence 
  
The subject of this research was English students in eighth semester at 
IAIN Palopo. This research was begun with give the students compound sentence 
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test. The test is focused on coordinate conjuction, conjuctive adverb, comma and 
semicolon function. The second phase was identify and classify the errors of 
compound sentence. In this phase the researcher would study the acquired data 
and try to found out the errors made by the students in constructing compound 
sentence structure. The third phase was analyze the students’ errors, in this phase 
the reseacher distinguish errors found based on surface strategy taxonomie error 
from Heidi Dulay theory, they are: 
- Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that 
must appear in a well-formed utterance. 
- Addition errors are characterized by the presence of an item 
which must not appear in a well-formed utterance.    
- Misformation errors are characterized by the use of the wrong 
form of the morphemes or structure. 
- Misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement 
of a morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance 
In the final phase, the researcher was able to know the kinds of error in 
compound sentence made by the students in eighth semester at IAIN Palopo and 
also answer the problem statement of this research 
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CHAPTER III 
THE RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Research Design 
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. 
This method is used to know what kinds of error commonly made by students 
in eighth semester at IAIN Palopo on compound sentence. To have the result of 
this research, the researcher did some procedures. The first, the researcher gave 
writen test to the student of English department in eighth semester at IAIN 
Palopo. Then, the researcher collected the papers tets from the students as the 
data. The second, the researcher identified the errors of compound sentence 
made by the students. The third, the researcher described and classified the data 
based on surface strategy taxonomy error from Heidi Dulay theory. In this 
taxonomy the errors could be described into four types, which is omisson, 
addition, misformation, and misordering. The next, counted those errors to find 
out kinds of error made by students on compound sentence. The last, the 
researcher interpreted the data and concluded the result of the research. 
 
B.  Setting & Participant 
This research deals with English students in eighth semester at IAIN 
Palopo, Jln. Agatis, kecamatan Bara, Kota Palopo. The researcher used simple 
random sampling technique67 to got participants. It cause the population in this 
                                                          
       67 Mohammad Adnan Latief. 2014. Research Method on Languange Learnin:  An introduction. 
Malang: UM Press. p.183 
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research was homogeny (students at eighth semester). The participants was 
taken randomly from four classes such as: A, B, C, and D including 20 
students, namely 5 students of every single class in order to got representative 
data. 
 
C.  Instrument of the Research 
The instrument used in this research was compound sentence written 
test. The test is focused on coordinate conjuction, coordinative conjuction, 
comma and semicolon function. The form of the test can be seen in appendix. 
 
D.  Procedure  of Collecting Data 
The first, the researcher prepared the instrument of the test. The second, 
the researcher distributed the test papers to all participants. Before, giving a 
test, the researcher gave instruction and guidelines how to did the writing test. 
After the students finished, the researcher collected the papers and analyzed it 
based on Carl James’ procedures of error analysis, they are: error detection, 
locating, error, description error, classifacation error, and counting error. 
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E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
In analyzing the data, the researcher used descriptive analysis technique 
(percentage) formula, it to calculated the rate percentage of the students’ 
scores. This is formula adapted from Sudjiono in Herlina ”skripsi” 2011: 25.68  
 
P =  F  X 100%  
                 N      
Where :  
 P = Rate Percentage 
 F = Frequency of error occured 
 N = Item of sample which is observe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
       68 Herlina. 2011. An Analysis of Students’ Errors in Writing Sentences (A Case Study  at 
Eighth Grade Students of Even Semester of Cendrawasih 1 Junior High School). Jakarta: UIN 
Syarif Hidayatullah Press. Accessed on 3rd June 2016 from https://repository.uinjkt.ac.id/ Herlina-
FITK.pdf 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents about finding and discussion. The finding explains 
of the result of compound sentence test who did by the student. The discussion 
explains more about kinds of error in compound sentence found. 
A. Findings 
     1. Data Description 
 As stated in the preceding chapter, this thesis is focused about the errors 
done by the eighth semester of IAIN Palopo in compound sentence. To get data, 
the researcher give compound sentence written test. This test consists of 64 items, 
14 items for coordinate conjuction, 30 items for conjuctive adverb, and 20 items 
of comma and semicolon. The researcher started this research on Wednesday, 
June 21, 2017 up to Saturday, June 24, 2017. 
     2. Data Analysis 
After collecting the data, the researcher identified all errors in the students’ 
answer sheet. Before identifying the errors made by the students, the researcher 
distinguished errors from mistakes on students’ answer sheet. In fact, the 
researcher found that some students made errors because they were not able to 
correct their first answer. However, some students were able to correct their first 
answers. which means, that they have made mistake. 
In this part, the data were analyzed and described as follow : 
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Table 4.1  The Frequency of Errors Based on Sufrace Strategy Taxonomies Error 
RESPONDENTS Addition Omission Misformation Misordering 
R 1 1 4 39 – 
R 2 – 3 39 4 
R 3 _ 4 31 1 
R 4 – 2 28 2 
R 5 – 4 45 5 
R 6 – 4 45 1 
R 7 – 4 51 1 
R 8 – 4 37 1 
R 9 – – 31 – 
R 10 – 4 35 1 
R 11 1 3 40 2 
R 12 – 4 36 1 
R 13 – 4 37 – 
R 14 – 4 33 1 
R 15 – 4 28 – 
R 16 1 4 45 6 
R 17 3 4 29 – 
R 18 – 2 20 1 
R 19 – 3 31 2 
R 20 3 2 38 3 
TOTAL 9 67 718 32 
TOTAL (N) 826 
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For the first, researcher explained students’errors constrution consisting 
types of errors according to surface strategy taxonomy errror. Here is the complete 
description of the students’ errors :  
a) Student 1 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and addition with total errors were 44 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [12] focus on 
selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [3] student wrote: I 
dont want to practice playing the violin nor to disobey my mother. The student 
error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supoposed to be I dont want to practice playing the violin, 
yet I don’t want to disobey my mother.  
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], 
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [37], [38],[39], [40], [41], [43] and [44]. For 
example in item [18] student wrote: Amy practiced the piano; otherwise, her 
brother practiced the violin. It is supposed to be Amy practiced the piano; 
meanwhile, her brother practiced the violin. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinative conjution form. And 
one item misformation error found in punctuation with item [57]. For example in 
item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets ; for they are clean and are not noisy. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
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punctuation form. It is supposed to be Cats are good pets, for they are clean and 
are not noisy.  
Addition error only found in item [14], student wrote: Gilian did not like 
to read, not he was not very good at it. It categorized as addition error cause not 
was not a choice to selected from the answer list who prepared by the researcher 
in the tes. It is supposed to be Gilian did not like to read, for  he was not very 
good at it. 
The last errors categorized as omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] 
and [59]. For example in item [48] studet wrote: I go to the bookstore; then I buy 
some manga there. It supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction then but the 
studet omiss that punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is 
supposed to be I go to the bookstore; then, I buy some manga there.     
b) Student 2 
There three types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test. The student error classify as misformation, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 46 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [11]  and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [1] student wrote: He wanted 
to buy a new house but He started to save my money. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supposed to be He wanted to buy a new house so he started 
to save my money.  
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Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and [44]. For 
example in item [15] student wrote: Dr. Wheleer is a grammar; therefore, he 
requires correct punctuation. It is supposed to be Dr. Wheleer is a grammar; thus, 
he requires correct punctuation.The student error categorized as misformation 
cause the student used incorrect coordinative conjution form. There was also three 
items of misformation errors found in punctuation [48], [50] and [63]. For 
example in item [48] student wrote: I go to the bookstore, then I buy some manga 
there. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be  I go to the bookstore; then, I buy 
some manga there.  
Omission error found in items [48], [50]  and [55]. For example in item 
[50] student wrote: Alam dont want to goout to night, besides he has home work to 
do. It is supposed to use comma [,] before conjcution besides but the studet omiss 
that punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be  
Alam dont want to goout to night; besides, he has home work to do.  
The last errors categorized as misordering error found in items [53], [57], 
[58] and [59]. For example in item [53] student wrote: Aming didn’t want help nor 
did; she offer it. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction nor. It is supposed to be 
Aming didn’t want help, nor did she offer it. 
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c) Student 3 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 36 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [3], [7], [11], [13] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [7] student wrote: There was a 
meteor shower in space, yet the crew did not know how to avoid. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supposed to be There was a meteor shower in space, but the 
crew did not know how to avoid. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [17], [18], [20], [21], [23], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], [32], [33], [34], 
[35], [36], [39], [40], [41] and [44]. For example in item [17] student wrote: You 
need to put more effort into your work; consequently, you won’t get passing 
grade. It is supposed to be You need to put more effort into your work; otherwise, 
you won’t get passing grade. The student error categorized as misformation cause 
the student used incorrect coordinative conjution form. And six items of 
misformation error found in punctuation with items [48], [50], [55], [57], [59] and 
[63]. For example in item [63] student wrote: Check back tomorrow, I will see if 
the book has arrived. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be Check back 
tomorrow; I will see if the book has arrived.  
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Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [55] student wrote: He works all day long consequently; he is sleep in a 
train. It supposed to use semicolon [;] after long but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in a train.  
  The last errors categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. 
For example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets;  for they are clean, 
and are not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be 
Cats are good pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.   
d) Student 4 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 32 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [3], [5], [6], [7], [9], [11] and [14] focus on selected 
of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [5] student wrote: Let’s go 
to the swimming pool,but it’s hot inside the house.The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be Let’s go to the swimming pool, for it’s hot inside the house.  
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [19], [20], [23], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [30], [31], [33], [34], [37], 
[38], [39], [40], [41] and [44]. For example in item [16] student wrote: The due 
date paper has passed; hence, I could not submit mine on time. It is supposed to 
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be The due date paper has passed; therefore, I could not submit mine on time. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
coordinative conjution form. And two items of misformation error found in 
punctuation with items [49] and [55]. For example in item [49] student wrote: 
They say it’s your birthday, its my birtday too. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It supposed to be 
They say it’s your birthday; its my birtday too. 
Omission error found in items [48] and [55]. For example in item [55] 
student wrote:  He works all day long, consequently he is sleep in a train. It is 
supposed to use comma [,] after consequently but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in a train.  
The last errors categorized as misordering error found in items [57] and 
[63]. For example in item [63] student wrote: Check back tomorrow I will see, if 
the book has arrived. The student error categorized as misordering cause the 
sudent missed to put punctuation (semicolon) after word tomorrow. It is supposed 
to be Check back tomorrow; I will see if the book has arrived. 
e) Student 5 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 54 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13] and 
[14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [2] 
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student wrote: The black dog has won many prizes so He doesn’t know many 
tricks. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be The black dog has won 
many prizes but He doesn’t know many tricks. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [17], [18], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],[25], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [41], [42] and [44]. For example 
in item [21] student wrote: It rained very hard; besides,the game was canceled. It 
is supposed to be It rained very hard; accordingly,the game was canceled. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
coordinative conjution form. And seven items of misformation error found in 
punctuation with items [46], [49], [50], [51], [52], [56] and [60]. For example in 
item [46] student wrote: Kancil was going bald, his hair was  falling out. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
punctuation form. It is supposed to be Kancil was going bald; his hair was  falling 
out. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [59] student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter also, he is a drummer. It supposed 
to use semicolon [;] after songwriter but the studet omiss that punctuation and 
made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be Yuda is a songwriter 
also, he is a drummer.  
The last errors categorized as misordering found in items [57], [59], [61], 
[62] and [64]. For example in item [64] student wrote: Kemplang went to the 
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party but, Renna stayed home. The student error categorized as misordering cause 
the sudent missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction but. It is 
supposed to be Kemplang went to the party, but Renna stayed home.      
f) Student 6 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on compound 
sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 50 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [1], [3], [5], [6], [7], [9], [11], [13] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [6] student wrote: I have 
never visted Asia but have I visited Africa. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be I have never visted Asia nor have I  visited Africa. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [17], [20], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], [31], [32], 
[33], [34], [35], [36],[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and [44]. For example 
in item [44] student wrote: We must meet the deadline; accordingly, a decision is 
needed now. It is supposed to be We must meet the deadline; hence, a decision is 
needed now.The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect coordinative conjution form. And ten items of misformation error found 
in punctuation with items [46], [48], [49], [50], [51],[55],[56], [59], [60] and [63]. 
For example in item [60] student wrote: Joe made the sugar cookies, Susan 
decorated them. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student 
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used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be Joe made the sugar cookies; 
Susan decorated them. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [55] student wrote: He works all day long consequently; he is sleep in a 
train.It supposed to use semicolon [;] after long but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in a train .  
The last errors categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. 
For example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets for they are clean, and 
are not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be 
Cats are good pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.       
g) Student 7 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 56 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], 
[13] and [14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in 
item [4] student wrote: You can make a big poster and you can make a littel clay 
statue. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be You can make a big 
poster but you can make a littel clay statue. 
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Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [17], [18], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and [44]. 
For example in item [33] student wrote: Harisson is kind; furthemore, he is 
generous. It is supposed to be Harisson is kind; moreover, he is generous. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
coordinative conjution form. And ten items of misformation error found in 
punctuation with items [46], [48], [49], [50], [52], [54], [56], [58], [60] and [63]. 
For example in item [52] student wrote: She loves me, she love me not. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
punctuation form. It is supposed to be She loves me, she love me not. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [59] student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter;also he is a drummer. It supposed 
to use comma [,] after conjuction also but the studet omiss that punctuation and 
made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be Yuda is a 
songwriter;also, he is a drummer.  
The last errors categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. 
For example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets  for, they are clean 
and are not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be 
Cats are good pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.   
h) Student 8 
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There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 42 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [11] and [14] focus on 
selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [9] student wrote: 
Arleen’s could not play with that boy but she play with that other boy. The student 
error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supposed to be Arleen’s could not play with that boy nor 
could she play with that other boy. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [18], [20], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], [31], [32], 
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [44]. For example in 
item [24] student wrote: The baby fell asleep; nevertheless, the doorbel rang. It 
shuold be The baby fell asleep; then, the doorbel rang. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect conjuctive adverb 
form. And four items of misformation error found in punctuation with items [48], 
[50], [55] and [59]. For example in item [59] student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter 
also; he is a drummer. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be Yuda is a songwriter; 
also, he is a drummer. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [50] student wrote:  Alam dont want to go out  tonight, besides  he has home 
work to do. It supposed to use semicolon [;] after tonight  but the studet omiss that 
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punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be  
Alam dont want to go out  tonight; besides,  he has home work to do.  
 The last errors categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. 
For example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets  for they are clean, 
and are not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be 
Cats are good pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.    
i) Student 9 
There were one type of error found in student’answer sheet on compound 
senetnce test. The student errors classify as misformation with total errors were 31 
items. The student made some misformation errors in items [3], [4], [5], [7], [8], 
[9] and [14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in 
item [8] student wrote: You could cry like a baby and you can clean your room 
like a man. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be You could cry like a 
baby or you can clean your room like a man. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24], [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [38],[39], [40], [42], [43] and [44]. For example in 
item [35] student wrote: I will study art for three yers; moreover, I will be an 
artist. It is supposed to be I will study art for three yers; then, I will be an artist. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
conjuctive adverb form. And one item of misformation error found in punctuation 
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with item [63]. For example in item [63] student wrote: Check back tomorrow, I 
will see if  the book has arrived. The student error categorized as misformation 
cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be Check back 
tomorrow; I will see if  the book has arrived.      
j) Student 10 
There three types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test. The student error classify as misformation, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 40 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [3], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [11] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [11] student wrote: The little 
boy did not like to go to school,so he went anyway. The student error categorized 
as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be The little boy did not like to go to school,yet he went anyway.  
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [22], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], 
[32], [33], [37], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [43]. For example in item [22] student 
wrote: Her favorite animals are dogs; however, she likes cats. It should be Her 
favorite animals are dogs; also, she likes cats.The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. There 
was also five items of misformation errors found in punctuation [46], [48], [50], 
[55] and [59]. For example in item [46] student wrote: Kancil was going bald, his 
hair was falling out. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
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student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to be Kancil was going 
bald; his hair was falling out. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [50] student wrote:  Alam dont want to go out tonight, besides he has home 
work to do. It supposed to use semicolon [;] after tonight but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be  
Alam dont want to go out tonight; besides, he has home work to do.  
 The last errors categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. 
For example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets for they are clean, and 
are not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent 
missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be 
Cats are good pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.            
k) Student 11 
There four types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test.  The student error classify as misformation, addition, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 46 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [3], [4], [5], [8], [9], [11], [12], [13] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [13] student wrote: I want to 
own my company, for I wat to pay all my workers a lot of money. The student 
error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supposed to be I want to own my company, and I wat to pay 
all my workers a lot of money.  
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Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [20], [21], [23], [24], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [32], [33], 
[34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and [44]. For example in 
item [40] student wrote: I don’t want to go out; moreover, I have homework to do. 
It is supposed to be I don’t want to go out; besides, I have homework to do. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
conjuctive adverb form. There was also six items of misformation errors found in 
punctuation [48], [56], [58], [60], [61] and [63]. For example in item [61] student 
wrote: Everyone was bussy; so I went to the movie alone. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It 
is supposed to be Everyone was bussy, so I went to the movie alone.  
Addition error found only in item [52] student wrote: She loves me; she 
loves me, not.  It categorise as addition error cause comma [,] is not need  to add 
in this sentence. It is supposed to be She loves me; she loves me not. 
Omission error found in items [48], [50] and [59]. For example in item 
[48] student wrote: I go to the bookstore; then I buy some manga there. It 
supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction then but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be  I 
go to the bookstore; then, I buy some manga there.  
The last categorized as misordering error  found in items [53] and [57]. 
For example in item [53] student wrote: Aming didn’t want help nor did, she offer 
it. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to put 
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punctuation (comma) before conjcution nor. It is supposed to be Aming didn’t 
want help, nor did she offer it.       
l) Student 12 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 36 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [11] and [13] focus on 
selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [7] student wrote: 
There was a meteor shower in space, and the crew did not know how to avoid. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be There was a meteor shower in 
space, but the crew did not know how to avoid. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [22], [24],[25],  [26], [27], [ 28], [29], [30], [31], 
[32], [33], [37], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [43]. For example in item [41] student 
wrote: He put out the fire quickly; consequently, a great disaster was avoided. It 
is supposed to be He put out the fire quickly; thus, a great disaster was avoided. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
coordinative conjution form. And five items of misformation error found in 
punctuation with items [46], [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in item [50] 
student wrote: Alam dont want to goout tonight, besides he has home work to do. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
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punctuation form. It is supposed to be Alam dont want to goout tonight; besides, 
he has home work to do.  
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [59] student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter,also he is a drummer. It supposed to 
use comma [,] after conjuction also but the studet omiss that punctuation and 
made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be Yuda is a 
songwriter;also, he is a drummer.  
 The last categorized as misordering error only found in item [58]. For 
example in item [58] student wrote: He didn’t want to dentist yet; he went 
anyway. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to 
put punctuation (comma) before conjcution yet. It is supposed to be He didn’t 
want to dentist, yet he went anyway.    
m) Student 13 
There were two types of error found in student’answer sheet on compound 
sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation and omission with total 
errors were 41 items. The student made some misformation errors in items [3], 
[4], [5], [8], [11], [12], [13] and [14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. 
For example of error in item [12] student wrote: They don’t want to eat, nor they 
don’t want to drink. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be They don’t 
want to eat, and they don’t want to drink. 
Meanwhiles, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error 
in items [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], 
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[29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [43] and [44]. 
For example in item [37] student wrote: They retruned home; however, I went 
home. It is supposed to be The retruned home; likewise, I went home. The student 
error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect conjuctive 
adverb form. And two items of misformation error found in punctuation with 
items [53] and [56]. For example in item [56] student wrote: I atted the fashion 
shows, my husband go to jazz club. It is supposed to be I atted the fashion shows; 
my husband go to jazz club. The student error categorized as misformation cause 
the student used incorrect punctuation form. 
The last categorized as omission error found in items [48], [50], [55], and 
[59]. For example in item [48] student wrote : I go to the bookstore; then I buy 
some manga there. It supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction then but the 
studet omiss that punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is 
supposed to be I go to the bookstore; then, I buy some manga there.  
n) Student 14 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound senetnce test. The student errors classify as misformation, omission, 
and misordering with total errors were 38 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [2], [3], [4], [6], [8], [9], [11] and [13] focus on 
selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [6] student wrote: I 
have never visited Asia, but, have I visited Africa. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be I have never visited Asia, nor  have I visited Africa. 
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Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [17], [20], [21], [23], [24], [25], [26], [ 28], [30], [31], [32], [33], [37], 
[38], [39], [41], [42], [43], and [44]. For example in item [28] student wrote: I live 
too far to visit you often; moreover, you are never home. It is supposed to be I live 
too far to visit you often; besides, you are never home. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect conjuctive adverb 
form. And five items of misformation error found in punctuation with items [48], 
[50], [55], [59], and [63]. For example in item [63] student wrote: Check back 
tomorrow, I will see if the book has arrived. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to 
be Check back tomorrow; I will see if the book has arrived 
Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55], and [59]. For example in 
item [55] student wrote: He works all day long, consequently he is sleep in a 
train. It supposed to use semicolon [;] after long but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in a train .  
The last categorized as misordering error only found in item [57]. For 
example in item [57] student wrote: Cats are good pets for they are clean, and are 
not noisy. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to 
put punctuation (comma) before conjuction for. It is supposed to be Cats are good 
pets, for they are clean and are not noisy.            
o) Student 15 
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There were two types of error found in student’answer sheet on compound 
sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation and omission with total 
errors were 32 items. The student made some misformation errors in items [2], 
[3], [7] and [11] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error 
in item [7] student wrote : There was a meteor shower in space, yet the crew did 
not know how to avoid. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be There was 
a meteor shower in space, but the crew did not know how to avoid. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [19], [21], [22], [25], [26], [27], [ 28], [30], [31], [33], [34], [35], 
[38 ], [39], [40], [41], [43] and [44]. For example in item [28] student wrote: I live 
too far away to visit you often; nevertheless, you are never home. It is supposed to 
be I live too far away to visit you often; besides, you are never home. The student 
error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect conjuctive 
adverb form. And four items of misformation error found in punctuation with 
items [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in item [48] student wrote: I go to the 
bookstore, then I buy some manga there. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed to 
be I go to the bookstore, then I buy some manga there  
The last categorized as omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and 
[59]. For example in item [59] student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter, also he is a 
drummer.It supposed to use semicolon [;] after conjuction also but the studet 
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omiss that punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is 
supposed to be Yuda is a songwriter, also he is a drummer. 
p) Student 16   
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet in 
compound sentence test. The student error classify as misformation, addition, 
omission, and misordering with total errors were 56 items. The student made 
some misformation errors in items [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], 
[13] and [14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For example of error in 
item [13] student wrote: I want to own my company, so I wat to pay all my 
workers a lot of money. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be I want to 
own my company, and I wat to pay all my workers a lot of money. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], 
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and 
[44]. For example in item [43] student wrote: I bought a new shirt; therefore, I 
bought some new shoes. It is supposed to be I bought a new shirt; also, I bought 
some shirt. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect conjuctive adverb form. There also four items of misformation errors 
found in punctuation [47], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in item [47] student 
wrote: I took a taxi and; she drove hom. It is supposed to be I took a taxi, and she 
drove home. The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used 
incorrect punctuation form. 
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Omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and [59] . For example in 
item [55] student wrote: He works all day long consequently; he is sleep in the 
train. It supposed to use semicolon [;] after long but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in the train.   
Addition error only found in item [10]. For example in item [10] student 
wrote: Cats are good pets for they are clean, and are not noisy. The student error 
categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to put punctuation (comma) 
before conjuction for. It is supposed to be Cats are good pets, for they are clean 
and are not noisy.          
The last categorized as misordering error found in items [53], [54], [57], 
[61], [62] and [64]. For example in item [62] student wrote: Tina cooked dinner 
or: she went out to a restaurant. The student error categorized as misordering 
cause the sudent missed to put punctuation (comma) before conjuction or. It is 
supposed to be Tina cooked dinner, or she went out to a restaurant. 
q) Student 17 
There were three types of error found in student’answer sheet on 
compound sentence test. The student errors classify as misformation, addition, 
and omission with total errors were 36 items. The student made some 
misformation errors in items [6], [8], [9], [11] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [14] student wrote: Gilian did 
not like to read, so to he was not very good at it. The student error categorized as 
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misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be Gilian did not like to read, for  to he was not very good at it. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [20], [21], [23], [25], [26], [29], [32], [33], [34], [35], [37], [40], 
[41],[42], [43] and [44]. For example in item [34] student wrote: We have 
different backgrounds; otherwise, we will have different futures. It is supposed to 
be We have different backgrounds; accordingly, we will have different futures. 
The student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
conjuctive adverb form. And six items of misformation error found in punctuation 
with items [48], [50], [53], [55], [59] and [63]. For example in item [53] student 
wrote: Aming didn’t want help;  nor did she offer it. The student error categorized 
as misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It is supposed 
to be Aming didn’t want help, nor did she offer it.  
Addition error found in items [3], [5] and [63]. For example in item [3] 
student wrote: I don’t want to practice palying the violin, because I dont want to 
disobey my mother. It categorise as addition error cause because is not a choice to 
selected from the list answer who prepared by the researcher in the tes. It is 
supposed to be I don’t want to practice palying the violin, yet  I dont want to 
disobey my mother. 
 The last categorized as omission error found in items [48], [50], [55] and 
[59]. For example in item [48] studet wrote: I go to the bookstore; then I buy some 
manga there. It supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction then but the studet 
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omiss that punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is 
supposed to be I go to the bookstore; then, I buy some manga there.     
r) Student 18 
There three types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test.  The student error classify as misformation, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 23 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [6], [9] and [14] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. For 
example of error in item [9] student wrote: Arleen’s could not play with that boy, 
but could she play with that other that boy. The student error categorized as 
misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is 
supposed to be  Arleen’s could not play with that boy, nor  could she play with 
that other that boy. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [18], [19], [21], [23], [27], [29], [30], [31], [33], [34], [35], [38], [40], 
[41] and [42]. For example in item [42] student wrote: I held the dog; then, my 
friends was it. It should be I held the dog; meanwhile, my friends was it. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
conjuctive adverb form. There also one item of misformation errors found in 
punctuation [59]. Student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter,  also he is a drummer. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
punctuation form. It is supposed to be Yuda is a songwriter; also, he is a 
drummer. 
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Omission error found in items [55] and [59]. For example in item [55] 
student wrote : He works all day long; consequently he is sleep in a train. It 
supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction consequently but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be He 
works all day long; consequently, he is sleep in a train.   
The last categorized as misordering error only found in item [61]. Student 
wrote: Everyone was bussy so, I went to the movie alone. The student error 
categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to put punctuation (comma) 
before conjuction so. It should be Everyone was bussy, so I went to the movie 
alone.            
s) Student 19 
There three types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test.  The student error classify as misformation, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 36 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [5], [6], [7] and [11] focus on selected of coordinate conjuction. 
For example of error in item [5] student wrote: Let’s o to the swimming pool yet 
it’s hot inside the house. The student error categorized as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect coordinate conjuction form. It is supposed to be Let’s o to 
the swimming pool for it’s hot inside the house.   
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [21], [23], [24], [25], [26], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], 
[34], [36], [37], [38], [40], [41], [42], and [44]. For example in item [33] student 
wrote: Harisson is kind; besides, he is generous. It is supposed to be Harisson is 
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kind; moreover, he is generous. The student error categorized as misformation 
cause the student used incorrect conjuctive adverb form. There also four items of 
misformation errors found in punctuation [48], [50], [55] and [59]. For example in 
item [48] student wrote: I go to the bookstore, then I buy some manga there. The 
student error categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect 
punctuation form. It is supposed to be I go to the bookstore; then, I buy some 
manga there.     
Omission error found in items [48], [50] and [59]. For example in item 
[50] student wrote: Alam dont want to go out tonight, besides he has home work to 
do. It supposed to use comma [,] after conjuction besides but the studet omiss that 
punctuation and made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be  
Alam dont want to go out tonight; besides, he has home work to do.  
 The last categorized as misordering error found in items [52] and [57]. 
For example in item [52] student wrote: She loves me she; loves me not. The 
student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to put 
punctuation (semicolon) before  she. It is supposed to be She loves me; she loves 
me not.            
t) Student 20 
There four types of error found in student’answer sheet in compound 
sentence test.  The student error classify as misformation, addition, omission, and 
misordering with total errors were 46 items. The student made some misformation 
errors in items [2], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13] and [14] focus on selected of 
coordinate conjuction. For example of error in item [8] student wrote: You could 
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cry like a baby, for you can clean your room like a man. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect coordinate 
conjuction form. It is supposed to be You could cry like a baby, or you can clean 
your room like a man. 
Meanwhile, in conjuctive adverb selected also found misformation error in 
items [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [28], [29], 
[30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [44]. 
For example in item [39] student wrote: Television is entertaining; moreover, it is 
sometime instructive. It is supposed to be Television is entertaining; furthemore, it 
is sometime instructive. The student error categorise as misformation cause the 
student used incorrect conjuctive adverb form.There also two items of 
misformation errors found in punctuation [48] and [59]. For example in item [59] 
Student wrote: Yuda is a songwriter, also he is a drummer. The student error 
categorized as misformation cause the student used incorrect punctuation form. It 
is supposed to be Yuda is a songwriter; also he is a drummer.  
Addition error found in items [5], [7], [57]. For example in item [7] 
student wrote: There was a meteor shower in space not the crew did not know 
how to avoid. It categorise as addition error cause not was not a choice to selected 
from the list answer who prepared by the researcher in the tes. It is supposed to be 
There was a meteor shower in space but the crew did not know how to avoid. 
Omission error found in items [48] and [59]. For example in item [48] 
student wrote: I go to the bookstore; then I buy some manga there. It supposed to 
use comma [,] after conjuction then but the studet omiss that punctuation and 
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made omission error. So the correct answer is supposed to be I go to the 
bookstore; then, I buy some manga there.  
The last categorized as misordering error found in items [52], [54] and 
[61]. For example in item [54] student wrote: The sky is clear the; stars are 
twinkling. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent missed to 
put punctuation (semicolon) after clear. It is supposed to be The sky is clear; the 
stars are twinkling. 
Next, the researcher explained the precentage in every type of errors based 
on surface strategy taxonomies. They are: 
Table 4.2 The precentage of errors in addition 
Types of error 
Total of 
test to 
each 
student 
e 
Total 
items 
Precentage 
(error of 
all 
students 
( all 
sample * 
total of 
test)    
Addition 34 9 680 1% 
 
Based on the table 4.2 it can be seen that 1 % students made error in 9 
numbers from 680 number the totals items of compound sentence test focused in 
addition. Its a lowest precentage the reseacher found.   
Table 4.3 The precentage of errors in omission  
Types of error 
Total of 
test to 
each 
student 
e 
Total 
items 
Precentage 
(error of 
all 
students 
( all 
sample * 
total of 
test)    
Omission 20 67 400 15% 
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Based on the table 4.3 it can be seen that 15 % students made error in 67 
numbers from 400 number the totals items of compound sentence test focused in 
addition. Its the second precentage the reseacher found. 
Table 4.4 The precentage of errors in misformation 
Types of error 
Total of 
test to 
each 
student 
E 
Total 
items 
Precentage 
(error of 
all 
students 
( all 
sample * 
total of 
test)    
Misformation 44 718 880 76% 
 
Based on the table 4.4 it can be seen that 76 % students made error in 718 
numbers from 680 number the totals items of compound sentence test focused in 
addition. Its a highest precentage the reseacher found.  
Table 4.5 The precentage of errors in misordering  
Types of error 
Total of 
test to 
each 
student 
E 
Total 
items 
Precentage 
(error of 
all 
students 
( all 
sample * 
total of 
test)    
Misordering 20 32 400 8% 
  
Based on the table 4.5 it can be seen that 8 % students made error in 32 
numbers from 400 number the totals items of compound sentence test focused in 
addition. Its the third precentage the reseacher found.  
Next, the researcher explained the distribution of students’ errors in 
conjuction there were coordinate conjuction and conjuctive adverb and in 
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punctuation there were comma and  semicolon. Here the complete description of 
student’s error. 
Table 4.6 The distribution of errors in coordinate conjuction 
Coordinate Conjuction Total of  Error 
For  31 
And 16 
Nor 30 
But  19 
Or 24 
Yet  32 
So 9 
TOTAL 161 
 
The table 4.6 showed distribution of error in coordinate conjuction, and 
the researcher found that yet as the highest frequency of errors with 32 total of 
error from all of coordinate conjution. It happened cause most of students had 
confused when they must put “ yet ” as correct conjuction in compound sentence. 
They stated that they got problem in understanding each function of coordinate 
conjuction correctly in writing, even they ever studied before. Cause when they 
wrote, the main focus only to transfer their idea into English with correct 
grammar, tenses in specially.  
Table 4.7 The distribution of errors in conjuctive adverbs 
Conjuctive Adverbs Total of Error 
However 34 
Therefore 33 
 Otherwise 32 
Moreover 39 
Nevertheless 32 
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Futhemore 35 
Hence 24 
Also 22 
Then 30 
Besides 35 
Accordigly 32 
Consequently 26 
Likewise 33 
Meanwhile 29 
Thus 37 
TOTAL 473 
 
The table 4.7 showed distribution of error in conjuctive adverbs, and the 
researcher found that moreover was the most frequency of errors with 39 total of 
error made by studentst of eighth semester in IAIN Palopo. Most of students made 
errors caused they misconception in applying conjuctive adverb in compound 
sentence. The students did not pay attention to the coherence of sentence they 
answer with each fuction of conjuctive adverb. Therefore, they ignore how to 
connect the sentence to the other sentence correctly. 
 Table 4.8 The distribution of errors in comma and semicolon  
 Comma Semicolon Comma-Semicolon 
TOTAL 
Comma Semicolon 
Total of  
Error 
38 35 64 55 192 
 
The table 4.8 showed distribution of errors in comma and semicolon, and 
the researcher found that comma (,) was the most frequency of errors with  102 
total of errors made by studentst. The researcher assume that happen because most 
of students did not pay attention to use punctuation properly in sentence and it 
becomes error. Especially use of comma on compound sentence who put comma 
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and semicolon in same time. Cause perhaps the students did not realize yet the 
importance of comma in writing.  
     3. Data Interpretation 
Finally, the sequence of compound sentence test based on its frequency of 
error presented. The frequency of error could be seen at the following table. 
Table 4.9 The sequency of compound sentence test based on high 
frequeny of errors 
No Categories Frequency of Error 
Percentage 
(%) 
1. Coordinate Conjuction 161 20% 
2. Conjuctive Adverb 473  57% 
3. Comma 102       12% 
4. Semicolon  90       11% 
TOTAL 826   100 % 
 
In the table 4.9 it can be seen that the researcher found the frequeny of 
errors in compound sentence test which total was 826 errors. Most of students 
made error in conjuctive adverb with frequency of error 473 total of error or 57 %. 
With those frequency, it indicates that students still weak in making a precise 
compound sentence and writing in general. The second level of error was 
coordinate conjuction with frequency error 20 %. Third level was comma with 12 
%, and fourth was semicolon with 11 %. It seem that the teacher should explain 
more about compound sentence, especially in the part which error most 
commonly occured. 
Table 4.10The rank of errors based on surface strategy taxonomies errors 
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Types of 
 Error 
Possible Of 
All Error 
Number Of 
All Error 
Precentage 
 (%) 
Addition 680 9 1 % 
Omission 400 67           15  % 
Misformation 880 718           76  % 
Misordering 400 32            8 % 
TOTAL 2360 826 100 % 
 
In the table 4.10 it can be seen that the researcher found 2360 possible of 
error in compound sentence test. With the highest of errors made by students 
found in misformation errors with 76 % from all error. Then omission with 15 % 
frequency of error, next was misordering with 8 % frequency of error and the 
lowest frequency of error was addition with 1 %. 
B. Discussion 
 Based on the finding in this research, the students in eighth semester at 
IAIN Palopo made total 826 errors out of 2360 possible of errors in their 
compound sentence test. Each of errors has different frequency of occurence. The 
four distribution of errors will be discussed below: 
The first was misformation error. Fom the research findings, it was found 
that misformation errors come as the type of errors with the highest frequency of 
occurrences with 718 errors or 76% out of 880 possible errors found. It means that 
misformation was the most dominant error made by the students. This kind of 
error is indicated by the use of wrong form or morpheme or structure. According 
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to Heidi Dulay state that  misformation errors are characterized by the use of the 
wrong form or morphemes or structure. While in omission supplied at all, in 
misformation errors student supplies something, although it is incorrect.69 For 
instance, the students wrote: Dr. Wheleer is a grammar tyrant; however, he 
requires correct punctuation. They are classified as misformation since the 
student used incorrect conjuction form. However is a conjcution use to show the 
contrast in compoun sentence. So, Its not appropriate answer to this sentence. In 
the students’answer sheet it supposed to be Dr. Wheleer is a grammar tyrant; 
thus, he requires correct punctuation. Cause conjuction “thus“ in this sentence 
use to show result from related idea what Dr.Wheleer did with the result he got 
then. The reseacher assumes that the major of this error is context of learning. The 
error happen cause the student still confused when they try to applied the corret 
form of compound sentence. To addition, the student also got problem in 
understanding fully each function of conjuction cause they seldom to wrote in 
English with any kinds of conjuction, except they always use like conjuctions: 
and, or,but, and  for.  
The second error was omission error with 67or 15% out of 400 possible 
errors found. This kind of error is indicated by absence or omit the components 
from the sentence. According to Heidi Dulay state that omission errors by the 
absence of an item that must appear in a well-formed utterance, although any 
morpheme or word in a sentence is a potencial candidate for omission, some types 
                                                          
        69 Heidi Dulay, Marina Burt and Stephen Krashen. 1981.  Laguage Two . New York: Oxford 
University Press, inc. p.158 
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or morphemes are ommited the other.70 For instance, the students wrote: Alam 
dont want to go out tonight; besides he has home work to do. It is supposed to use 
comma [,] after conjcution besides, but the student omiss that punctuation and 
made omission error. When combining sentences into a compound sentence, the 
student need put a comma after conjuctive adverb. As Ed Swick state that in 
conjuctive adverb a semicolon precedes a conjuctive adverb, and a comma follow 
it.71 Unfortunately, almost of students did not put comma correctly, in the fact 
shows there were 102 errors made by students in using comma or 12% from totals 
of errors found. This error can be caused by communication startegy. As Brown 
state that communication strategy is related to the learning style. Learners 
obviously use production strategies in order to enhance getting their messages 
across. However, at times these techniques can themselves become a source of 
error.72 The students still lack of knowledge about the rules of usage of 
punctuation mark, especially comma in compound sentence. So the correct answer 
is supposed to be  Alam dont want to go out tonight; besides, he has home work to 
do.  
The third error which is commonly made by the student was misordering 
error with 32 items or 8% out of 400 possible errors found. It is indicated by the 
incorrect placement of morpheme or group of morpheme. According to Heidi 
Dulay state that misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement of 
                                                          
       70 Ibid. p. 154 
 
       71 Ed Swick. 2009.  English Sentence Builder . United State: Mc Graw Hill. p. 52 
 
       72 H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 266 
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a morpheme in an uttrerance.73 For instance, the students wrote: She loves me she; 
loves me not. The student error categorized as misordering cause the sudent miss 
to put punctuation (semicolon) before subject she in the second sentence. The 
source of error probably can be caused by communication strategy. As Brown 
state that communication strategy is related to the learning style. Learners 
obviously use production strategies in order to enhance getting their messages 
across. However, at times these techniques can themselves become a source of 
error.74 The student ignore how to connect the sentence to the other sentence with 
punctuation correctly. Especially use of semicolon on compound sentence. The 
student did not realize yet the importance of punctuation in writing. Sentences 
cannot just run together. They must be joined  with a semicolon or a coordinatig 
conjuction. It is supposed to be She loves me; she loves me not.  
The last error was addition with 9 or just 1% out of 680 possible errors 
found. The students made addition error cause they put the words that should not 
present in correct sentence. According to Heidi Dulay state that addition errors are 
characterized by the prensence of an item which must not appear ia a well-formed 
utterance.75 For instance, the students wrote: I don’t want to practice palying the 
violin, because I dont want to disobey my mother. It categorise as addition error 
cause because is not a choice to selected from the list answer who prepared by the 
                                                          
       73 Heidi Dulay, Marina Burt and Stephen Krashen. 1981.  Laguage Two . New York: Oxford 
University Press, inc. p. 162 
 
       74 H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 266 
 
       75 Heidi Dulay, Marina Burt and Stephen Krashen. 1981.  Laguage Two . New York: Oxford 
University Press, inc. p. 156 
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researcher in the test. The researcher assume that intralingual transfer is the source 
of addition error.  It happened because the students had over-generalization and it 
turned to be error. As Brown state that intralingual transfer is negative transfer 
within the target language itself. In the other words, its the incorrect 
generalization of rules within the target language.76 So the corect answer is 
supposed to be I don’t want to practice palying the violin, yet I dont want to 
disobey my mother. 
Based on the result of the research, it can be conclude that, most of 
students still confuse in constructing well-formed compound sentence. The 
students use wrong conjuction and they were also not fully aware of using 
punctuation (comma and semicolon) to combining compound sentence properly. 
It was proved and suitable with Arina johari, Lilisuriani Abdul Latif and Shahrizal 
Idzuan research about “ Error Analysis of Malay Compound sentences of 
Foreign Language Learners”. They said that language learners have problem in 
constructing combined compound when they wrongly arranged their sentences, 
ommited required elements, used inaccurate conjuctions, repeated the same 
conjuctions in a sentence and code switched.77 Based on the result, the researcher 
concludes that foreign learners had problems in writing compound sentences 
properly. 
                                                          
      76 H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 264 
 
        77 Arina johari, Lilisuriani, Abdul Latif and Shahrizal Idzuan. 2014. Error Analysis of  Malay 
Compound Sentences of Foreign Language Learners. Middle- East jorunal of Scientific Research 
20 (Language for Communication and Learning). Malaysi: DOSI Publications. p. 121. Accessed 
on June 3rd2016 from https: // www .Researchgate .net/ publication /295904993 _ Error _ Analysis 
_ of_Malay_Compound_Sentences_of_Foreign_Languange_Learners 
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Besides the difficulty of the test, there are many factors why the students 
made error. It may come from method of teaching, the teacher performance, 
frequeny of session, carelessness and even different from the time sequence. 
According to John Norish, carelessness it closely related to lack motivation, when 
many teachers will admit that it is not always the student’s fault if he loses 
interest, perhaps the materials and style of presentasion do not suit him.78  In the 
fact, the students ever studied about compond sentence before did this test. 
It relevant with the theory of Brown about the source of errors in 
intralingual transfer. Intralingual transfer is negative transfer within the target 
language  itself. In the other words, its the incorrect generalization of rules within 
the target language.79 It happen when students who learnt a rule of target language 
but they haven’t mastered it yet and they aplied it in the new rule. However, it is 
unavoidable for the students make some errors in this area. It proves that 
compound sentence learning at IAIN Palopo must to improved again to be better. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
       78 John Norrish. 1983. Language Learners and Their Errors. London Basingstoke: The 
Machmilan Pres Lmtd. P  24 
      79 H. Douglas Brown. 2007. Principles of Language Learning And Teaching. (fifth edition). 
USA: Pearson Education, inc. p. 264 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
Based on the data  analysis it can be concluded that there are some kinds 
of errors on compound sentence commonly made by students in eighth semester at 
IAIN Palopo from 826 errors out of 2360 possible of errors in their compound 
sentence test. They are omission error, addition error, misformation error, and 
misordering error. With the highest of error in misformation errors with 76 % 
from all error. Its means more than a half of students are not able to write 
compound sentence correctly. Then omission with 15 % frequency of error, next 
is misordering with 8 % frequency of error and the lowest frequency of error is 
addition with 1 %. The data show that the sudents still confuse in using compound 
sentence properly as one of sentences in English learning, who must be mastered 
to improve their writing. 
 
B. SUGGESTIONS 
 The researcher finds that there are still some errors made by students in 
compound sentence. Therefore, the researcher wants to give suggestion as 
follows: 
1. To the teacher 
       After knowing the area of errors, the teachers should pay more 
attention to students’ errors on compound sentence and also stress on the 
material which is difficult for students. They may use a new teaching 
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technique design to make a better result of the teaching and learning 
process. To increase the writing motivation and interset from the  students. 
2. To the students  
          The students should not worry about making errors. They should 
learn more about compound sentence. Especially in using conjuctive 
adverb, since in this study those errors are the most problematic error 
faced by the student. 
3. To the other researcher 
        Since this study is far from being perfect, it is expected that the 
other researcher can discuss and analyzed the learner’s errors deeply. 
Specially to collect the data, it would be better to use another instrument  
then the researcher was used. So its not only focus to find out  the students 
errors but also to improve they are knowledge in writing compound 
sentence.  
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